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Study preferences for exemplar variability in self-regulated category learning
Christopher N. Wahlheim and K. Andrew DeSoto†

Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis, MO, USA

ABSTRACT
Increasing exemplar variability during category learning can enhance classification of novel
exemplars from studied categories. Four experiments examined whether participants
preferred variability when making study choices with the goal of later classifying novel
exemplars. In Experiments 1–3, participants were familiarised with exemplars of birds from
multiple categories prior to making category-level assessments of learning and subsequent
choices about whether to receive more variability or repetitions of exemplars during study.
After study, participants classified novel exemplars from studied categories. The majority of
participants showed a consistent preference for variability in their study, but choices were
not related to category-level assessments of learning. Experiment 4 provided evidence that
study preferences were based primarily on theoretical beliefs in that most participants
indicated a preference for variability on questionnaires that did not include prior experience
with exemplars. Potential directions for theoretical development and applications to
education are discussed.
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Category learning is a fundamental aspect of cognition that
simplifies the environment and allows for flexible adap-
tation of known information to novel circumstances. Effec-
tive regulation of category learning is paramount for many
everyday tasks. For example, a participant attempting to
classify novel species of birds would benefit from choosing
to study a variety of examples. Despite the central role of
category learning in everyday activities, little is known
about how individuals regulate such learning. The
present investigation was conducted to examine the
extent to which participants choose to incorporate variabil-
ity into their study of category exemplars, the metacogni-
tive bases for those choices, and the outcomes of those
choices.

Studies of self-regulated learning typically have exam-
ined strategies that people use to learn verbal materials
(for reviews, see Bjork, Dunlosky, & Kornell, 2013; Kornell
& Finn, in press). Research on the allocation of study time
has shown that participants study information longer
when perceived learning is low (Dunlosky & Hertzog,
1998), but only for information they expect to remember
(Metcalfe & Kornell, 2003, 2005). In addition, research on
study choices has shown that participants prefer strategies
that enhance learning, such as self-testing with feedback
(e.g., Kornell & Son, 2009) and distributed study (e.g., Son
& Kornell, 2009). However, participants sometimes do not
take full advantage of testing opportunities (e.g., Karpicke,
2009) nor do they always comprehend that distributed

study is more effective at longer lags (e.g., Wissman,
Rawson, & Pyc, 2012). Thus, although participants may be
able to enhance their performance by choosing appropri-
ate strategies, they are sometimes unaware of the most
effective way to utilise those strategies.

Despite themany investigations of self-regulated learning,
only one recent study has examined study choices in cat-
egory learning. Tauber, Dunlosky, Rawson, Wahlheim, and
Jacoby (2013) examined whether participants preferred
blocked or intermixed study of natural category exemplars
(i.e., bird species). Studies have shown that novel exemplars
are classified more accurately following intermixed than
blocked study (for a review, see Rohrer, 2012), but partici-
pants are not always aware of this advantage. For example,
most participants reported believing that novel classification
was better following blocked than intermixed study after
classifying paintings from different artists, despite the fact
that intermixed study produced better performance
(Kornell & Bjork, 2008). Moreover, Tauber et al. (2013) discov-
ered that most participants preferred to block their study of
birds from various families. This preference occurred even
though participants in a separate study that included the
samematerials predicted better performance on novel exem-
plar classification after intermixed rather than blocked study
(Wahlheim, Dunlosky, & Jacoby, 2011). Together, these find-
ings are consistent with the notion that participants do not
always comprehend the effectiveness of certain study
strategies.
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Similar to intermixed study, increasing the variability of
studied exemplars by including a greater number of dis-
tinct instances can also enhance classification of novel
exemplars (cf. Posner & Keele, 1968). For example, Wahl-
heim, Finn, and Jacoby (2012) showed that studying six
exemplars twice enhanced classification of novel bird
species relative to studying two exemplars six times.
When participants were administered a questionnaire
either before or after the classification test, they estimated
that variability was a more effective study strategy than
repetitions. However, participants did not estimate that
variability would be better than repetitions (also see
Doyle & Hourihan, 2015) when making judgements for
individual categories following study and just prior to the
test (called category learning judgements, or CLJs). Given
these inconsistencies, the extent to which participants
prefer variability when studying natural categories for a
test of novel exemplars is an open issue.

The aim of the present study was to address this issue
by examining participants’ preferences for variability
when studying exemplars of bird families for a classifi-
cation test of novel exemplars from the same families. A
primary determinant of study preferences is the metacog-
nitive bases on which choices are made. A direct relation-
ship between metacognitive judgements and study
choices has been shown in the learning of verbal materials
(e.g., Koriat, Ma’ayan, & Nussinson, 2006), and this relation-
ship might also be present in category learning situations.
However, study choices can be based on multiple forms of
metacognitive judgements, with two primary bases for
choices being recent experiences and overarching theor-
etical beliefs (e.g., Kelley & Jacoby, 1996; Koriat, 1997).
Experience-based choices are influenced by recent or
current experiences, such as the fluency that is produced
by the size of stimuli (e.g., Rhodes & Castel, 2008),
whereas theory-based choices access declarative knowl-
edge about the effectiveness of study strategies (also see
Dunlosky & Hertzog, 2000). Both of these bases can
provide accurate information about the effectiveness of
study strategies, but they can also be misleading. Related
to the present study, Wahlheim et al. (2012) found that par-
ticipants were aware of the benefits of variability for classi-
fication of novel exemplars on questionnaires that invited
consideration of theoretical beliefs in addition to prior
experience, but participants were misled by the fluency
created by repetitions during study when making predic-
tions of later performance for individual categories. Thus,
the effectiveness of participant study preferences should
depend on the primary basis for their choices.

Study choices made on the basis of prior experience
with category exemplars may reflect the extent to which
participants are aware of differences in classification diffi-
culty across categories. Several recent studies have
shown that participants are aware of these differences
when making predictions of classification performance
for novel exemplars. Most relevant to the present study,
participants have consistently shown awareness of

difficulty differences across categories of birds (i.e.,
Jacoby, Wahlheim, & Coane, 2010; Tauber & Dunlosky,
2015; Wahlheim et al., 2011, 2012). In addition, participants’
awareness of these differences has recently been repli-
cated and extended to other category domains. Rawson,
Thomas, and Jacoby (2015) showed that participants
were aware of differences across declarative concepts
often found in psychology courses, such as the availability
heuristic. Similarly, Thomas, Finn, and Jacoby (2015)
showed that participants were aware of differences
across categories of trivia questions that represented
different topics that students may learn in educational set-
tings. Together, this collection of studies shows converging
evidence that participants’ relative accuracy in discriminat-
ing among categories is quite reasonable.

Overview of the present experiments

The present experiments examined participant preferences
for variability following both recent experience with cat-
egory exemplars and when recent experience was not pro-
vided. Providing experience with exemplars prior to
judgements allowed us to examine the relationship
between metacognitive judgements made for individual
categories and subsequent study choices. In contrast,
requiring participants to make choices without recent
experience allowed us to examine whether study prefer-
ences differed when the primary basis for choices was
pre-existing theoretical beliefs. These experiments
extended on Wahlheim et al. (2012) in that study prefer-
ences for variability and repetitions were examined for
naturally occurring categories (i.e., bird families).

In Experiments 1–3, participants were first presented
with a subset of exemplars from various categories and
were then instructed to make metacognitive assessments
of learning for each category. After making their assess-
ments, they were instructed to choose whether to study
each of those categories with more variability or more rep-
etitions of exemplars. In Experiment 4, participants were
presented with vignettes asking them to imagine having
studied birds from various families. Following that, partici-
pants were then asked to make study choices for classifi-
cation of novel exemplars similar to Experiments 1–3,
except that these choices were global instead of being
made for individual categories. We describe the pro-
cedures, possible outcomes, and their theoretical impli-
cations in more detail prior to each experiment below.

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 examined the extent to which participants
preferred variability when studying and whether prior
experiences with exemplars influenced those choices. Par-
ticipants were first familiarised with exemplars from differ-
ent categories through intermixed presentation. They were
then asked to make predictions of later classification of
novel exemplars from each category (via CLJs). In a
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following phase, participants were asked to choose
whether they wanted their additional study to include
more variability or repetitions of exemplars. Based on the
earlier studies mentioned above showing that participants
are aware of difficulty differences across categories, we
expected a positive relationship between CLJs and classifi-
cation of novel exemplars. In addition, based on the finding
from Wahlheim et al. (2012) that the majority of partici-
pants preferred variability on questionnaire responses,
we though it reasonable that the same could be true
here. However, it was unclear how participants would
make study choices for individual categories.

To gain purchase on this issue, we compared CLJ magni-
tudes between study options for variability and repetitions
for participants who did not have an exclusive preference.
In terms of predictions, more difficult categories typically
contain fewer overlapping features among exemplars,
whereas the opposite is true for less difficult categories.
One possibility is that participants will assign categories
of greater difficulty to receive more variability to provide
additional opportunities to learn the characteristic features
common among exemplars. Alternatively, participants
without exclusive preferences might instead assign cat-
egories of lower difficulty to receive more variability in
order to explore category boundaries and form more com-
plete representations of similarity space. Finally, partici-
pants may make their choices more generally on the
basis of other idiosyncratic beliefs, resulting in no systema-
tic differences in the assignment of categories to specific
study options based on assessed difficulty.

Method

Participants
Sixty students from Washington University in St. Louis (18
men,MAge = 19.87 years, Range = 18–22 years) participated
for course credit or $10 and were tested individually. The
sample size chosen here was exploratory, because research

on study choices in category learning is a new area of
inquiry. No analyses were conducted until data collection
was completed.

Materials
Pictures of perching birds from the taxonomic order Pas-
seriformes (see Figure 1) were taken from an earlier study
(Wahlheim et al., 2012). The full set included 12 categories
(e.g., bird families such as Sparrow), each comprised of 12
exemplars (e.g., bird species such as chipping sparrow).

Procedure and design
Figure 2 displays the eight phases of the experiment: (1)
familiarisation, (2) similarity ratings, (3) initial CLJs, (4)
study choices, (5) study, (6) updated CLJs, (7) classification
of novel exemplars, and (8) classification of studied
exemplars.

During familiarisation, 4 exemplars from each of the 12
categories were selected randomly, for a total of 48. Exem-
plars were presented individually in random order for 8 s
each above their category label, followed by a 500 ms
interstimulus interval (ISI). Participants were instructed to
study exemplars, read labels aloud, and consider the simi-
larities among exemplars. The 12 category labels then
appeared vertically, each next to a sliding scale. Partici-
pants rated the extent to which each category was
similar to other categories in general on a scale from 0
(not similar) to 10 (very similar). This was done to highlight
the differentiating features among categories. Participants
then predicted the probability that they would correctly
classify novel exemplars correctly on a subsequent test
by making initial CLJs on a scale from 8% (guessing) to
100% (certain correct). The lower bound was set to approxi-
mate chance performance.

Participants were then instructed to structure their
study of a set of novel exemplars from categories pre-
sented in the familiarisation phase to prepare for a final

Figure 1. Examples of exemplars from each category.
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set of never-before-seen novel exemplars. They were pre-
sented with the following text:

In preparation for your test of new species of birds from the
earlier studied families, you will be allowed to study additional
new species from the families you studied earlier. In this next
part, you will be able to decide the manner in which additional
birds will be presented to you. For each family, you will be
allowed to choose a combination of number of new species
and number of presentations from each species. You will have
2 choices that each result in 12 presentations of birds from a
family. The combinations will be either 2 new species presented
6 times, or 4 new species presented 3 times each. When making
your selection for each family, think about which combination
would allow you to best classify a set of new species that will
be presented later in the experiment. The 2 options from
which to choose will appear beneath each family name.

Participants were then given two options for each cat-
egory: a variability option (4 exemplars × 3 repetitions)
and a repetitions option (2 exemplars × 6 repetitions).
Both options produced 12 presentations for each of the
12 categories (144 total). All 12 category labels appeared
on the screen simultaneously, each above a drop-down
menu that contained both study options. Participants
were instructed to choose one option for each of the

categories. Novel exemplars then appeared for study in
random order in the manner chosen by participants.
Each exemplar appeared for 8 s followed by a 500 ms ISI.
After study, participants updated their predictions (made
a new set of CLJs) using the same scales as before and
were instructed to consider the learning accomplished
during study when making their judgements.

Finally, participants completed a classification test of
novel exemplars followed by test of studied exemplars. In
these tests, exemplars appeared individually in random
order. Novel classification included four never-before-
seen exemplars from each studied category (48 total),
and studied classification included 2–4 studied exemplars
per category (24–48 total, depending on study choices).
For both tests, the 12 category labels appeared to the
right of each exemplar, and participants clicked one to clas-
sify each exemplar. All participant decisions throughout
the experiment were self-paced.

Results and discussion

To assess preference for variability, we classified partici-
pants based on the number of categories they assigned

Figure 2. Schematic of the procedures: Experiments 1–3.
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to the variability option. In Experiments 1–3, participants
who assigned 7–12 categories to the variability option
were considered to have a preference for variability
during study, participants who assigned 0–5 categories
to the variability option were considered to prefer rep-
etitions during study, and participants who assigned six
categories to the variability option were considered to
prefer neither variability nor repetitions. Table 1 (top row)
shows that more participants preferred the variability
option (60%) over the repetitions option (23%) and
neither option (17%), smallest χ2(1) = 9.68, p = .002. The
percentage of participants who preferred the repetitions
option did not differ from the percentage who preferred
neither option, χ2(1) = 0.67, p = .41. The distribution of indi-
vidual differences across participants is displayed in
Figure 3 (left panel). As the figure shows, a substantial per-
centage of participants exclusively preferred variability, but
a few participants exclusively preferred repetitions. In
addition there were many participants who showed non-
exclusive preferences for one or the other study option.
These individual differences hint that participants may
have based their choices on a combination of theoretical
beliefs and prior experiences.

We examined the extent to which experience with prior
exemplars influenced study choices by verifying that CLJs
reflected difficulty differences across categories. Figure 4
(left panel) displays the relationship between initial CLJs
and novel classification performance for each category,
averaged across all participants. A Pearson correlation
revealed a significantly positive linear relationship
between these variables, r(10) = .84, p = .001. Converging
evidence for this relationship was also found, as the mean
within-participant correlation (M = .25, SD = .30) was also sig-
nificantly greater than zero, t(59) = 6.45, p < .001, d = .83.
Together, these correlations show that participants were
aware of difficulty differences among categories.

We next compared CLJ magnitudes (both initial and
updated) for categories assigned to the variability and rep-
etitions options for participants who did not have exclusive
preferences (an approach we repeat in Experiments 2 and
3). Despite participants’ awareness of difficulty differences,
study choices were not related to initial CLJs. Table 2 (top
row) shows that CLJ magnitudes did not differ between
the variability (M = 44.00, SD = 18.24) and repetitions (M =
42.54, SD = 21.94) study options, t(42) = 0.31, p = .80, d
= .05. This result suggested that participants did not system-
atically assign categories to study options based on per-
ceived difficulty of classification. Although study choices
were not based on initial CLJs, participants’ updated CLJs
suggested that they indeed learned from the study phase.
Judgement magnitudes were greater for updated CLJs (M
= 55.19, SD = 12.97) than initial CLJs (M = 43.27, SD =
12.89), F(1, 42) = 48.66, p < .001, h2

p = .54. However, after
the study phase, participants did not predict that having
had more variability among studied exemplars would
benefit later classification of novel exemplars beyond
having had more repetitions, as updated CLJs did not

differ between categories assigned to the variability (M =
54.16, SD = 14.91) and repetitions (M = 56.23, SD = 19.08)
study options, t(42) = 0.61, p = .55, d = .09.

Finally, classification performance for participants
without exclusive preferences replicated earlier studies
showing that performance for novel exemplars was signifi-
cantly higher for the variability (M = .48, SD = .15) than rep-
etitions (M = .39, SD = .17) study option, t(42) = 3.15, p
= .003, d = .48, whereas there was a non-significant trend
showing that performance for studied exemplars was
numerically greater for the repetitions (M = .74, SD = .23)
than variability (M = .69, SD = .17) study option, t(42) =
1.44, p = .16, d = 0.23. The Item Type × Study Option inter-
action was significant, F(1, 42) = 20.03, p < .001, h2

p = .32.
Taken with the finding that updated CLJs did not differ
between categories assigned to the variability and rep-
etitions study options, these results replicated earlier
studies showing variability neglect (Doyle & Hourihan,
2015; Wahlheim et al., 2012).

Experiment 2

Experiment 1 showed that most participants preferred
variability during study but that there were individual
differences in the extent to which either strategy was pre-
ferred. In addition, participants who did not have an exclu-
sive study preference did not appear to make their study
choices on the basis of prior assessments of difficulty differ-
ences across categories. The primary aims of Experiment 2
were to determine if participant preferences for variability
would replicate and to further examine whether those
preferences reflect prior experience with exemplars. The
procedure in Experiment 2 was similar to that used in
Experiment 1 in that participants were given experience
with exemplars prior to making CLJs and subsequent
study choices about variability and repetitions. To deter-
mine if prior experience influences study choices, we
manipulated the presentation order of exemplars during
the familiarisation phase.

One group of participants studied pairs of exemplars
from different categories and made judgements about
the extent to which each pair had different features (Inter-
mixed group). Another group of participants studied pairs
of exemplars from the same categories and made judge-
ments about the extent to which each pair had similar fea-
tures (Blocked group). Studies comparing intermixed and
blocked presentation of exemplars have suggested that
intermixed study encourages noticing of differences,
whereas blocked study encourages noticing of similarities
(Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014; Kang & Pashler, 2012;
Kornell & Bjork, 2008; Rohrer, Dedrick, & Stershic, 2015;
Wahlheim et al., 2011). Varying the presentation of exem-
plars in this way during familiarisation could encourage par-
ticipants in each group to examine exemplars with different
goals. One possibility is that more participants will prefer
variability in the Intermixed than Block group because the
former encourages participants to search for differences
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while the latter encourages participants to search for simi-
larities. However, another possibility is that theoretical
beliefs will still serve as the dominant basis for study
choices, resulting in differences in prior experience having
no effect on the percentages of participant preferences.

Method

Participants
Sixty students from Washington University in St. Louis par-
ticipated in exchange for course credit or $10 and were
tested individually. Participants were randomly assigned
in even numbers to the Blocked (N = 30, 14 men, MAge =
19.00, Range = 18–21 years) and Intermixed (N = 30, 14
men, MAge = 18.97, range = 18–21 years) groups. This
sample size was chosen because a power analysis for a
chi-squared test with two degrees of freedom with alpha
= .05, power = .80, and an estimated medium effect size
indicated that a total sample of 60 participants would be
sufficient to detect an effect. No analyses were conducted
until after data collection was completed.

Procedure and design
Figure 2 displays the five phases of this experiment: (1)
familiarisation, (2) CLJs, (3) study choices, (4) study, and
(5) classification of novel exemplars.

The familiarisation phase presented four exemplars
each from 12 categories (48 total). Exemplars appeared in
pairs for 16 s each (24 total trials). Each pair in the Inter-
mixed group included exemplars from different categories.
This was achieved by taking one exemplar from each cat-
egory at random, randomising the order of those 12, pre-
senting two at a time, and then repeating the process
three more times. This meant that one exemplar from
each category was presented before the next set of exem-
plars from each category. In the Blocked group, each pair
included exemplars from the same categories for two con-
secutive presentations. After each pair of exemplars from
different categories was presented, participants rated

differences between exemplars on a sliding scale from 0
(not different) to 10 (extremely different). After pairs of exem-
plars from the same categories, participants rated simi-
larities between exemplars on a sliding scale from 0 (not
similar) to 10 (extremely similar). The remaining phases pro-
ceeded as in Experiment 1. All participant decisions
throughout the experiment were self-paced.

Results and discussion

The percentages of participant preferences presented in
Table 1 (middle rows) did not differ as a function of presen-
tation order during familiarisation, χ2(2, N = 60) = 1.19, p
= .55, φ = .14. However, the pattern of participant prefer-
ences largely replicated results from Experiment 1, as the
overall percentage of participants who preferred variability
(57%) was significantly greater than the percentage of par-
ticipants who preferred repetitions (30%), χ2(1) = 4.92, p
= .03, and the percentage of participants who preferred
repetitions was marginally greater than the percentage of
participants who preferred neither option (13%), χ2(1) =
3.85, p = .05. Results from a two-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test revealed no significant difference between
the distributions (collapsed in Figure 3, middle panel), D
= .78, p = .59, providing further evidence that the presen-
tation order during familiarisation did not influence
choices.

Figure 3. Study choice distributions depicting the percentage of participants who assigned each possible frequency of categories to the variability option:
Experiments 1–3.

Table 1. Participant preferences as a function of experiment and
familiarization: Experiments 1–3.

Participant preference

Experiment Familiarisation Variability Repetitions None

Experiment 1 Intermixed 60% 23% 17%
Experiment 2 Intermixed 63% 27% 10%

Blocked 50% 33% 17%
Experiment 3 Intermixed 66% 27% 7%
Experiments 1–3 62% 27% 11%

Note: Percentages of participants who showed each preference are dis-
played above.
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Participants’ CLJs again indicated awareness of difficulty
differences across categories. The group-level Pearson cor-
relations between CLJs and novel classification perform-
ance for all participants did not differ between the
Intermixed, r(10) = .78, and Blocked, r(10) = .63, groups, z
= 0.64, p = .52. Consequently, the correlation was com-
puted for the entire sample, r(10) = .72, p = .008, and the
collapsed data are presented in Figure 4 (middle panel).
The mean within-participant Pearson correlations
between CLJs and novel classification performance also
did not differ between the Intermixed (M = .28, SD = .31)
and Blocked (M = .19, SD = .30) groups, t(57) = 1.19, p
= .24, d = .30, and the correlation for the entire sample
(M = .24, SD = .31) was significantly greater than zero, t
(58) = 5.89, p < .001, d = .78 (the correlation could not be
computed for one participant due to constant confidence
values).

The relationships between study choices, CLJs, and
classification performance were examined only for partici-
pants who did not have an exclusive study preference.
Despite participants’ awareness of difficulty differences
across categories, CLJs did not differ between categories
assigned to the variability (M = 34.22, SD = 20.15) and rep-
etitions (M = 38.82, SD = 21.13) study options, F(1, 43) =
0.96, p = .33, h2

p = .02. CLJ magnitudes also did not differ
between the Intermixed (M = 39.75, SD = 11.55) and
Blocked (M = 33.14, SD = 15.05) groups, F(1, 43) = 2.74, p
= .11, h2

p = .06. There was not a significant Familiarisation ×
Study Option interaction, F(1, 43) = 0.05, p = .82, h2

p < .01.
Classification performance on novel exemplars did not
differ between categories assigned to the variability (M
= .39, SD = .14) and repetitions (M = .34, SD = .17) options,
nor between the Intermixed (M = .39, SD = .10) and
Blocked (M = .34, SD = .10) groups, largest F(1, 43) = 1.81,
p = .19, h2

p = .04. The Study × Group interaction was not sig-
nificant, F(1, 43) = 0.75, p = .39, h2

p = .02. This failure to repli-
cate the benefits of variability shown in Experiment 1 may
have resulted from differences in encoding operations

created by the manipulation of presentation order during
familiarisation.

Experiment 3

Experiments 1 and 2 showed that participants were aware
of difficulty differences across categories, most participants
preferred variability in their study, and study choices were
not related to CLJs for participants without exclusive pre-
ferences. One possible reason that CLJs did not differ
between study options is that CLJs were made for all cat-
egories in the phase prior to study choices. This may
have given participants more time to consider other
bases for their decisions. Experiment 3 examined
whether the patterns in Experiments 1 and 2 showing no
differences in metacognitive judgements at the category
level between study options would still persist when par-
ticipants were instructed to retrospectively assess their
learning of categories from the familiarisation phase
immediately before making a study choice for each.
Finding that study choices are not related to metacognitive
judgements under these conditions would provide more
convincing support for the idea that other bases, such as
theoretical beliefs, play a dominant role in determining
study preferences for variability.

Another aim of Experiment 3 was to determine whether
participant study choices were adaptive for later classifi-
cation of novel exemplars. It is possible that individual
differences in study choices reflect accurate beliefs about
which of the two study strategies will be most effective
for individual categories, given the conditions of the exper-
iment. To examine whether participants made adaptive
choices, we employed the honour/dishonour procedure
introduced by Kornell and Metcalfe (2006). In our variant
of this procedure, participants chose whether to restudy
exemplars presented during familiarisation with more
variability or more repetitions. During restudy, the hon-
oured group was presented with exemplars in the

Figure 4. Scatterplots depicting the group-level relationships between assessed probabilities of category learning and classification performance on novel
exemplars from each category. The metacognitive judgements made prior to study choices were CLJs (Experiments 1 and 2) and confidence judgements
(Experiment 3). Error bands represent 95% confidence intervals.
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manner that they requested, whereas the dishonoured
group was presented with exemplars in the manner oppo-
site of what they requested. Evidence that participants
made adaptive choices would be shown by greater classi-
fication of novel exemplars in the Honoured than Dishon-
oured group.

Method

Participants
One hundred seven participants from Amazon Mechanical
Turk participated at their own computers in exchange for
$1. Participants were randomly assigned to either the Hon-
oured (N = 56; 33 men, MAge = 37.32, Range = 18–67 years)
or Dishonoured (N = 51; 28 men, MAge = 37.04, Range = 18–
67 years) group. Given that we did not find differences
between CLJs for categories assigned to variability and rep-
etitions options in Experiments 1 and 2, and that no pre-
vious experiments have established an effect size for
differences in classification performance for these
materials between honoured and dishonoured groups,
we employed the rule that data collection would cease
when the experiment had been posted for at least one
week and there were at least 30 participants per group
(comparable sample as in Experiment 2). Analyses were
performed only after data collection was completed.

Procedure and design
Figure 2 displays the six phases of the experiment: (1) fam-
iliarity ratings, (2) familiarisation, (3) confidence judge-
ments and study choices, (4) restudy, (5) CLJs, and (6)
classification of novel exemplars.

Prior to the experiment, participants were instructed to
rate their pre-existing familiarity with each of the cat-
egories. This measure was included to allow for an explora-
tory analysis of the extent to which prior knowledge
influences study choices. Category labels appeared indivi-
dually in random order, and participants rated the famili-
arity of each on an adjacent scale ranging from: 0 (not at
all familiar) to 10 (completely familiar).

Once the experiment began, participants received an
intermixed familiarisation phase as in earlier experiments.
Exemplars appeared for 5 s each, and participants were
required to press the space bar to advance during ISIs to
encourage their sustained attention to the task. Next, cat-
egory labels appeared individually in random order, and
participants made two judgements for each. Participants
first rated how confident they were that they learned the
exemplars during the familiarisation phase on a scale
from: 0% (not at all learned) to 100% (completely learned).
Participants then chose how they would like to restudy
exemplars from the familiarisation phase for an upcoming
test of novel exemplars. The choice to restudy exemplars
(instead of study new ones as in Experiments 1 and 2)
was employed to more closely parallel the original
honour/dishonour procedure (cf. Kornell & Metcalfe,
2006). Participants could choose between the variability

option, which included 4 exemplars × 2 repetitions, and
the repetitions option, which included 2 exemplars × 4 rep-
etitions. Both groups were warned that their choices might
not be honoured during study. Study choices included
fewer presentations than in earlier experiments to
shorten the procedure for online administration. The
instructions to this phase read:

You will choose how to restudy birds from each family. One
option will be to restudy all of the birds you saw in the previous
phase, with each bird being presented twice (4 birds, 2 presen-
tations each). The other option will be to restudy only two of
the birds you saw in the previous phase, with each bird
being presented four times (2 birds, 4 presentations each).
Again, you should choose the method of study that you
believe will optimize your ability to classify new birds from
these families on a later test.

In the study phase, the honoured group received their
study choices, whereas the dishonoured group received
the opposite of their choices. Participants pressed the
space bar to advance during ISIs. The remaining phases
followed as in Experiments 1 and 2, except that CLJs
made after the study phase were made for category
labels that appeared individually and in random order.
All participant decisions throughout the experiment
were self-paced.

Results and discussion

The overall percentages of participant preferences for
variability, repetitions, or neither option were computed
for the entire sample collapsed across groups, because
the honour/dishonour manipulation did not occur until
after study choices were made. Similar to Experiments 1
and 2, Table 1 shows that the percentage of participants
who preferred variability (66%) was significantly greater
than the percentage of participants who preferred rep-
etitions (27%), and the percentage of participants who pre-
ferred repetitions was significantly greater than the
percentage of participants who preferred neither option
(7%), smallest χ2(1) = 13.44, p < .001. Figure 3 (right panel)
shows that most participants had an exclusive preference
for variability, but there was a reasonable range of prefer-
ences across all possible combinations.

As with CLJs in Experiments 1 and 2, confidence judge-
ments reflected awareness of difficulty differences across
categories. Figure 4 (right panel) displays the relationship
between confidence judgements and novel classification
performance for individual categories averaged across all
participants. Replicating Experiments 1 and 2, the
Pearson correlation collapsed across all participants indi-
cated that there was a significantly positive linear relation-
ship between these variables, r(10) = .86, p < .001. The
mean within-participant correlation was also positive (M
= .29, SD = .29) and significantly greater than zero, t(105)
= 10.46, p < .001, d = 1.00 (the correlation could not be
computed for one participant due to constant confidence
values).
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The relationships between study choices, pre-existing
familiarity, confidence judgements, CLJs, and classification
performance were examined only for participants who did
not have an exclusive study preference. Table 2 (fifth row)
shows that although confidence judgements reflected par-
ticipants’ awareness of classification difficulty across cat-
egories, study choices were not related to confidence
judgements. The magnitude of confidence judgements
did not differ between categories assigned to the variabil-
ity (M = 47.28, SD = 24.41) and repetitions (M = 51.04, SD =
26.16) study options, t(59) = .91, p = .37, d = 0.12. Together,
these results show that requiring participants to retrospec-
tively consider differences in learning across categories
and to make study choices immediately following such
reflection did not elicit a relationship between assessments
of category learning and study choices.

Table 2 also shows that study choices were not made on
the basis of pre-existing familiarity with individual cat-
egories in that familiarity judgements did not differ
between categories assigned to variability (M = 19.31, SD
= 18.55) and repetitions (M = 24.24, SD = 21.82) study
options, t(59) = 1.58, p = .12, d = 0.21.

Finally, Table 2 shows that CLJs made after the study
phase did not differ between the variability (M = 55.93,
SD = 20.30) and repetitions (M = 61.07, SD = 22.66)
options, F(1, 58) = 2.62, p = .11, h2

p = .04. The effect of
Group, and the Study × Group interaction were not signifi-
cant, largest F(1, 58) = 2.25, p = .14, h2

p = .04. These results
are consistent with earlier findings showing that partici-
pants did not predict benefits of variability for classification
of novel exemplars. However, these predictions were con-
sistent with actual performance in that classification per-
formance for novel exemplars did not differ between the
variability (M = .37, SD = .20) and repetitions (M = .40, SD
= .19) study options, F(1, 58) = 0.74, p = .39, h2

p = .01. This
lack of a variability benefit was likely due to the fact that
restudying a subset of exemplars from the familiarisation
phase resulted in fewer unique exemplars being presented
during study, relative to earlier experiments. This had con-
sequences for whether participants could benefit from
control over their study choices; classification of novel
exemplars did not differ between the honour (M = .37,
SD = .15) and dishonour (M = .40, SD = .14) groups, F(1,
58) = 1.05, p = .31, h2

p = .02, even though participants

generally preferred variability during study. The Study ×
Group interaction was not significant, F(1, 58) = 0.02, p
= .89, h2

p < .01. This methodological feature rendered the
interpretation of honour/dishonour results somewhat
ambiguous. Nonetheless, Experiment 3 added value in
showing study preferences for variability consistent with
Experiments 1 and 2.

Experiment 4

Experiments 1–3 showed that neither predictions nor post-
dictions of learning for individual categories were related
to study choices, despite the fact that participants were
aware of difficulty differences across categories. These
results were interpreted as showing that participants’
choices were based more heavily on a basis other than
prior experience, such as theoretical beliefs about the
effectiveness of study strategies. However, participants
may not have considered complex theories about study
effectiveness but instead may have preferred variability
because they thought that different pictures would be
more interesting to look at. Experiment 4 was designed
to illuminate these possibilities by requiring participants
to make study choices without having experienced the
actual materials (cf. McCabe, 2011).

In Experiment 4, participants read vignettes describing
study and test scenarios akin to those given to participants
in Experiments 1–3. Participants were then instructed to
make global judgements about whether more variability
or more repetitions would be a better strategy for later
classification performance. One group of participants
made these judgements for classification of both studied
and novel exemplars on the same sheet of paper, similar
to the questionnaires given to participants in Wahlheim
et al. (2012). Another group of participants only made
these judgements for classification of novel exemplars. If
participants simply prefer variability in their study
because it provides them with a more interesting
viewing experience, then the majority of participants
should indicate that variability is more effective than rep-
etitions for both studied and novel exemplars. Alterna-
tively, if participants make their choices based on
theories about how these variables affect learning and
later classification performance, then study choices for

Table 2. Metacognitive judgement magnitudes as a function of judgement type and study choice: Experiments 1–3.

Study Choice

Experiment Familiarisation Judgement Type Variability Repetitions

Experiment 1 Intermixed Initial CLJs 44.00 (5.61) 42.54 (6.75)
Updated CLJs 54.16 (4.59) 56.23 (5.87)

Experiment 2 Intermixed CLJs 36.93 (8.49) 42.57 (8.84)
Blocked CLJs 31.39 (8.68) 34.90 (9.03)

Experiment 3 Intermixed Confidence 47.28 (6.37) 51.04 (6.67)
Intermixed Familiarity 19.31 (4.82) 24.24 (5.70)
Intermixed (Honoured) CLJs 56.21 (7.75) 66.75 (8.79)
Intermixed (Dishonoured) CLJs 55.69 (7.24) 56.09 (8.22)

Note: Judgement types that were made after familiarisation and prior to study choices are displayed in bold face. Margins of error for 95% confidence inter-
vals are displayed in parentheses.
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novel exemplars should show a preference for variability
similar to Experiments 1–3, whereas choices for studied
exemplars should show a preference for repetitions as in
Wahlheim et al. (2012).

Finally, the extent to which participants indicate that
variability is a more effective study strategy for classifi-
cation of novel exemplars might depend on whether jud-
gements are made for both studied and novel exemplars,
or only for novel exemplars. Studies from the decision-
making literature have shown that manipulations of
choice architecture accomplished by varying the configur-
ation of response options can dramatically shift decisions
(see Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). Thus, more participants
might indicate a preference for variability when making
judgements for both types of exemplars simultaneously,
because doing so encourages reliance on analytic bases
for decisions.

Method

Participants
One hundred students from Washington University partici-
pated in exchange for course credit or $10 per hour (36
men, mean age = 19.3). Fifty students were assigned ran-
domly to each of the questionnaire groups and were
tested individually. The sample sizes here were selected
by performing a power analysis that determined the
number of participants necessary to achieve a medium
effect-size using a chi-squared test with one degree of
freedom, power set to .80, and alpha set to .05. This analysis
indicated that 100 participants would be more than
sufficient.

Design, materials, and procedure
Participants were given a questionnaire that asked them to
imagine that they would have the opportunity to study a

number of different bird species (e.g., chipping sparrow)
belonging to different families (e.g., Sparrow). In a
Studied and Novel group, participants were asked how
they would study for a classification test of bird species
that they had seen before (i.e., studied exemplars), and
were then asked the same question about novel exem-
plars. Both questions appeared on the same piece of
paper to encourage participants to contrast the questions
for each type of test item. The question about studied
exemplars always appeared above the question about
novel exemplars, but participants were allowed to
change their responses. In contrast, in the Novel Only
group, participants were asked to choose how they
would study if the goal was only to classify bird species
that they had never seen before (i.e., novel exemplars).
For both groups, participants chose between a more varia-
bility option that included four species from each family
presented three times during study and a more repetitions
option that included two species from each family pre-
sented six times. The exact vignettes are displayed in
Table 3. Note that these two options were equated for
number of presentations in that both study choices
afforded participants 12 presentations of exemplars. The
arrangement of study choices within each question on
both questionnaires was counterbalanced. Finally, partici-
pants were instructed to write a few sentences to justify
their choices. This feature was useful for determining
whether participants who preferred variability in their
choices about novel exemplars did so simply because
more pictures would be interesting to look at.

Results and discussion

Table 4 (top row) shows that nearly every participant in the
Studied and Novel group predicted that classification of
studied exemplars would be better following more

Table 3. Vignettes presented in the studied and novel and novel only groups: Experiment 4.

Studied and novel
Imagine that you were tasked with studying pictures of various species of birds belonging to several families along with the name of the family to which they
belong (e.g., a chipping sparrow with the family name sparrow). In this situation you would have a limited number of trials for study, but you would be able to
choose the number of species you could study and the number of times you could repeat the study of each species. However, because of the limited trials,
there would be a trade-off between the number of species and the number of repetitions. If your goal was to maximise the accuracy with which you could
classify studied species (e.g., the studied chipping sparrow) on a test 5 minutes later, which would you prefer to study?

More species than repetitions Fewer species than repetitions
(e.g., four species, three repetitions) (e.g., two species, six repetitions)

Now imagine the same scenario, but instead of preparing for a later classification test of studied species, you would be preparing for a test of unstudied
species belonging to studied families (e.g., classifying a never-before-seen tree sparrow as a member of the sparrow family). If your goal was to maximise the
accuracy with which you could classify unstudied species belonging to those families (e.g., the unstudied tree sparrow) on a test 5 minutes later, which would
you prefer to study?

More species than repetitions Fewer species than repetitions
(e.g., four species, three repetitions) (e.g., two species, six repetitions)

Novel Only
Imagine that you were tasked with studying pictures of various species of birds belonging to several families along with the name of the family to which they
belong (e.g., a chipping sparrow with the family name Sparrow). In this situation, your goal would be to learn birds so as to maximise the accuracy with which
you could later classify new species belonging to those families (e.g., classifying a never-before-seen tree sparrow as a member of the sparrow family on a test
5 minutes later). In addition, you would have a limited number of trials for study, but you would be able to choose the number of species you could study and
the number of times you could repeat the study of each species. However, because of the limited trials, there would be a trade-off between the number of
species and the number of repetitions. With the goal of later classification of unstudied species, which would you prefer to study?

More species than repetitions Fewer species than repetitions
(e.g., four species, three repetitions) (e.g., two species, six repetitions)
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repetitions (92%), whereas only a few participants pre-
dicted that it would be more beneficial to receive
additional variability (8%), χ2(1) = 35.28, p < .001. In con-
trast, when those same participants made their choices
for classification of novel exemplars, more participants pre-
ferred variability (66%) than repetitions (34%), χ2(1) = 5.12,
p = .02. Finally, changing the question structure such that
participants were only asked to make choices about
which option would benefit later classification of novel
exemplars produced the opposite pattern. Fewer partici-
pants in the Novel Only group preferred variability (30%)
than repetitions (70%), χ2(1) = 8.00, p = .005.

The finding of a preference reversal for classification of
novel exemplars depending on the context in which the
question was presented suggests that more participants
preferred variability when they had previously considered
classification of studied exemplars. Perhaps the contrast
between the types of test items motivated participants to
think more analytically about how the effects of variability
and repetitions encoding methods would differ. Moreover,
this reversal cannot be fully explained by an account
holding that participants prefer more variability because
new pictures are more interesting to look at. Consistent
with this conclusion, only one participant from the Novel
Only condition indicated preferring variability for a test of
novel exemplars because more exemplars would
enhance the viewing experience. Specifically, the partici-
pant reported, “I get uninterested if there are too many
repetitions. A change of pace keeps things interesting.”
Thus, although it is possible that one reason participants
from the earlier experiments assigned the majority of cat-
egories to the variability option was to preclude
boredom during study, it is unlikely that most participants
preferred variability solely for that reason.

General discussion

The present experiments showed that the majority of par-
ticipants preferred variability when studying exemplars
from naturally occurring categories for a later test of
novel exemplars from those categories. Participants
showed individual differences in their preferences that
were not related to category-level metacognitive assess-
ments of learning made after initial exposure to represen-
tative exemplars (Experiments 1–3). These findings
suggested that participants made their choices primarily
on the basis of theoretical beliefs. Consistent with this
interpretation, most participants preferred variability

when making choices in the absence of experience with
category exemplars, but only when they considered
categorisation of both studied and novel exemplars (Exper-
iment 4).

Although participants were likely to have made theory-
based choices in the present experiments, it is possible that
participants differed in the theories that they employed.
One adaptive approach to study choices would have
been to consider reasons why one strategy may be more
effective than another, and to select the more effective
strategy. Given that the majority of participants preferred
variability in their study, with many of those participants
reporting an exclusive preference for variability (Exper-
iments 1–3), it is possible most participants were aware
that variability often benefits novel classification. It is also
possible that participants, to some extent, preferred varia-
bility during study because new pictures would be more
interesting to look at. The results from the questionnaire
data in Experiment 4 suggest that this basis did contribute
to at least one participant’s judgements, but it may not
have been the primary reason why all participants pre-
ferred variability. However, participants in Experiments 1–
3 may have been more likely to prefer variability due to
the increase in interest after having seen several presenta-
tions during familiarisation, especially in Experiment 3
where study choices involved restudying exemplars from
the familiarisation phase. These findings point to the
need for future studies to directly explore how multiple
bases jointly contribute to overall and category-level justi-
fications for study choices.

In this vein, one possibility is that recent experiences
inform theory-based choices by encouraging more analytic
thinking about which strategy would more effective,
regardless of the details of individual categories. Prelimi-
nary evidence for this possibility was shown here in that
the majority of participants preferred variability in Exper-
iments 1–3 wherein study choices were preceded by
experience with exemplars and in Experiment 4 when par-
ticipants made choices for both studied and novel exem-
plars, whereas the majority of participants preferred
repetitions in Experiment 4 when they were only asked
to make choices for novel exemplars. In addition, it is still
possible that the presentation order during familiarisation
could influence beliefs about effective study strategies,
but the between-subjects manipulation of presentation
order in Experiment 2 might have been too subtle to
shift choices, despite the fact that each group processed
exemplars differently. Perhaps a within-subjects manipu-
lation of presentation order or the number of repetitions
would create differences in the processing fluency of
prior experiences that are sufficiently salient to alter theor-
etical notions about the effectiveness of each strategy.

More generally, the nascent enterprise of self-regulated
category learning has theoretical implications for under-
standing how participants approach their learning in
everyday contexts. Current frameworks holding that con-
trolled behaviours are directly influenced by metacognitive

Table 4. Participant beliefs about the effectiveness of study strategies for
classification of novel exemplars as a function of question structure and
exemplar type: Experiment 4.

Study choice

Question structure Exemplar type Variability (%) Repetitions (%)

Studied and novel Studied 8 92
Novel 66 34

Novel only Novel 30 70
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evaluations of prior learning (e.g., Koriat et al., 2006; Nelson
& Narens, 1990) may inform predictions about self-regu-
lated concept learning, but they do not currently possess
the level of specificity required to account for results
such as those obtained in the present experiments. We
propose that a comprehensive theory of study preferences
for exemplar variability should account for participants’
ability to comprehend and predict interactions among vari-
ables. The effects of exemplar variability on classification
performance depend, in part, on whether studied or
novel exemplars are tested (e.g., Wahlheim et al., 2012)
and the similarity structure of categories (e.g., Homa &
Cultice, 1984). Consequently, study choices aimed at max-
imising later performance will be adaptive when partici-
pants can properly assess how the relevant variables
contribute to learning outcomes.

Consistent with this notion, one participant from the
Novel only group in Experiment 4 indicated a preference
for variability, but also pointed to the role of category simi-
larity in the efficacy of that preference. The participant
reported,

I feel that even though I would only have 3 repetitions, I would
still be able to identify some common features between the
three. This way, I may get a decent idea of what to look for
in 4 species instead of 2. However, it would depend on how
similar the families appear.

Finally, a theory of these study preferences must also
consider individual differences in the extent to which par-
ticipants try to learn rules or memorise exemplar-label
associations (cf. Little & McDaniel, 2015; Wahlheim, McDa-
niel, & Little, in press). These tendencies may explain, in
part, individual differences in the assignment of categories
to study options.

Establishing a theoretical framework of this sort will also
allow for predictions in applied settings. In education, for
example, students are faced with choices about how to
regulate their study across different courses as well as
across topics within those courses. Both courses and
topics can be considered categories, and it is important
that students find optimal ways to arrange their study of
book chapters and example problems. It is also important
for students to distinguish between strategies that are
effective for rote learning and strategies that are effective
for category learning to be able to apply conceptual knowl-
edge successfully in novel situations. For example, effective
strategies for learning new foreign vocabulary words may
not be as effective in preparing for a calculus test that
includes previously unpracticed problems. The ability for
students to modulate their study strategies across
courses and topics depends not only on feedback about
performance, but also on feedback about strategy choices.

The example of education as a domain in which self-regu-
lated category learning can be applied also points to potential
directions for future research. In addition to the present exper-
iments, several recent studies have examined the learning of
naturally occurring perceptual categories (Birnbaum, Kornell,

Bjork, & Bjork, 2013; Kirchoff, Delaney, Horton, & Dellinger-
Johnston, 2014; Kornell & Bjork, 2008; Noh, Yan, Vendetti,
Castel, & Bjork, 2014). A unique feature of materials like
these is that the similarity structures across categories vary
across domains. This is akin to how some courses in edu-
cational settings have exemplars that can be classified on
the basis of defining features (e.g., math problems), whereas
exemplars in other courses are less well defined and can be
classified based on characteristic features (e.g., psychiatric
diagnoses). Future studies could systematically investigate
how study choices differ across category domains that vary
in similarity space such as math problems (Rohrer et al.,
2015) and declarative concepts from the social sciences (e.g.,
Rawson et al., 2015). Consideration of the variety of factors
that influence study preferences in rich learning contexts
such as these holds promise for revealing the nuances under-
lying self-regulated category learning.
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